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Abstract In this manuscript, we investigate the analytical solutions of the new coupled

Konno–Oono equation by using the sine–Gordon expansion method. We successfully

obtained some new soliton solutions to this model. We plot the 2D and 3D surfaces of all

the found soliton solutions in this study. The Wolfram Mathematica 9 is used in performing

all the computations in this study.

Keywords The sine–Gordon expansion method � The new coupled Konno–Oono

equation � Complex hyperbolic solutions

1 Introduction

Nowadays nonlinear partial differential equations (NLPDEs) are equations that describes

various nonlinear physical aspects arising in various fields of nonlinear sciences such as

chemistry, physics, quantum mechanics, fluid mechanics, electricity, ecology, meteorology

etc.

For investigation of the analytical solutions to the different types of NLPDEs, various

analytical approaches have been developed such as the new generalized (G0/G)-expansion

method (Alam and Belgacem 2016), the improved (G0/G)-expansion method (Zhang et al.
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2010; Seadawy et al. 2017), exp(-X(n))-expansion function method (Seadawy et al. 2017;

Khater 2016), modified exp(-X(n))-expansion function method (Kocak et al. 2016), modified

simple equation method (Lu et al. 2017), the improved Bernoulli sub-equation function method

(Baskonus and Bulut 2015), the Adomian decomposition method (Adomian 1990; Adomian

and Rach 1990), the sine–cosine method (Wazwaz 2004), the generalized Kudryashov method

(Islam et al. 2015), modified trial equation method (Bulut et al. 2017; Kocak et al. 2014),

generalized the extended tanh-function method (Xue-Dong et al. 2003), the modified extended

tanh-function method (Khater 2016; Zahran and Khater 2016), homotopy analysis method

(Liao 2005), homotopy perturbation method (Bulut and Baskonus 2010) and so on.

In (1994), Konno and Oono presented more general version of coupled integrable

dispersionless system defined as

qxt � 2aqrx � 2bqsx þ c rsð Þx¼ 0;

rxt � 2arrx þ 2b 2qqx þ rxsð Þ � 2cqxr ¼ 0;

sxt � 2bssx þ 2a 2qqx þ rsxð Þ � 2csqx ¼ 0;

ð1:1aÞ

where a, b, c are constants. This system physically defines a current-fed string interacting

with an external magnetic field in three-dimensional Euclidean space (Konno and Oono

1994; Konno and Kakuhata 1995, 1996; Souleymanou et al. 2012). It also appears geo-

metrically as the parallel transport of each point of the curve along the direction of time

where the connection is magnetic-valued (Konno and Oono 1994; Konno and Kakuhata

1995, 1996; Souleymanou et al. 2012; Khalique 2012).

When special values of some coefficients is taken in Eq. (1.1a), this system converted

into new Konno–Oono equation system which is a coupled integrable dispersionless

equations given as following (Konno and Oono 1994).

vt x; tð Þ þ 2u x; tð Þux x; tð Þ ¼ 0;

uxt x; tð Þ � 2v x; tð Þu x; tð Þ ¼ 0:
ð1:1bÞ

This new Konno–Oono equation system attract attention some scientist from all over the

world. They have investigated this model in terms of new and different properties by using

some mathematical approaches. In Bashar et al. (2016), the tanh-function method and

extended tanh-function method have been obtained to construct the exact soliton solutions

for Eq. (1.1b). In Khan and Akbar (2013), the modified simple equation method has been

employed for getting some properties of Eq. (1.1b) and kink solutions, bell-shaped solu-

tions were obtained by this method.

In this study, we aim of submit for soliton structures of Eq. (1.1b) by using the sine–

Gordon expansion method. This paper has been organised as follows: In Sect. 2, we

present the description the method. In Sect. 3, SGEM has been applied to the new coupled

Konno–Oono equation system. Finally, in Sect. 4, we presented the conclusions of the

study comprehensively.

2 Fundamental properties of the method

In this section, we describe the sine–Gordon expansion method. Before giving the general

features of the sine–Gordon expansion method, we need to explain how we get two

significant equations. Firstly, lets suppose that the sine–Gordon equation is given as fol-

lowing (Yan 1996; Yan and Zhang 1999; Zhen-Ya et al. 1999; Baskonus et al. 2017):
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uxx � utt ¼ m2 sinðuÞ; ð2:1Þ

where u = u(x, t), m is a real constant. Applying the wave transform

u = u(x, t) = U(n), n = l(x - ct) to Eq. (2.1),

ux ¼
dU

dn
� dn
dx

¼ l � U0; uxx ¼
dðuxÞ
dn

� dn
dx

¼ l2U00;

ut ¼
dU

dn
� dn
dt

¼ �l � c � U0; utt ¼
dðutÞ
dn

� dn
dt

¼ c2l2U00;

ð2:2Þ

Equation (2.2) are obtained. After putting Eq. (2.2) into Eq. (2.1) and simplification, we

get the following nonlinear ordinary differential equation:

U00 ¼ m2

l2 1 � c2ð Þ sin Uð Þ; ð2:3Þ

where U = U(n), n is the amplitude of the travelling wave and c is the velocity of the

travelling wave. We can full simplificate Eq. (2.3) and it can be written as follows:

U

2

� �0� �2

¼ m2

l2 1 � c2ð Þ sin2 U

2

� �
þ K; ð2:4Þ

where K is the constant of integration. Substituting K ¼ 0;w nð Þ ¼ U
2

and a2 ¼ m2

l2 1�c2ð Þ in

Eq. (2.4), gives:

w0 ¼ a sin wð Þ; ð2:5Þ

setting a = 1 in Eq. (2.5), gives:

w0 ¼ sin wð Þ: ð2:6Þ

Solving Eq. (2.6) by variables separable, we obtain the two significant properties that are

given as follows:

sinðwÞ ¼ sin w nð Þð Þ ¼ 2pen

p2e2n þ 1

����
p¼1

¼ sechðnÞ; ð2:7Þ

cosðwÞ ¼ cos w nð Þð Þ ¼ p2e2n � 1

p2e2n þ 1

����
p¼1

¼ tanhðnÞ; ð2:8Þ

where p is the integral constant and non-zero.

After these two important properties, when it comes to the description of sine–Gordon

expansion method, to obtain the solution of the nonlinear partial differential equation of the

following form:

P u; ux; ut; uxx; utt; uxt; uxxx; uxxt; . . .ð Þ; ð2:9Þ

we consider,

U nð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

tanhi�1 nð Þ Bisech nð Þ þ Ai tanh nð Þ½ � þ A0: ð2:10Þ
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Equation (2.10) can be rearranged according to Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) as follows:

U wð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

cosi�1 wð Þ Bi sin wð Þ þ Ai cos wð Þ½ � þ A0: ð2:11Þ

We apply the balance principle to determine the value of n under the highest power

nonlinear and highest derivative in the ordinary differential equation. We suppose that the

summation of coefficients of sini (w) cosj (w) with the same power is zero, this yields a

system of equations. With aid of the Wolfram Mathematica 9, we solve the system of

equations to obtain the values of Ai;Bi; l and c: At the end of the method, substituting the

values of Ai;Bi; l and c into Eq. (2.10), we get the new travelling wave solutions to

Eq. (2.9).

3 Application

In this section, we implement the SGEM to the new coupled Konno–Oono equation

system. Lets start supposing that the travelling wave transformation as following:

u x; tð Þ ¼ U nð Þ; n ¼ l x� ctð Þ;
v x; tð Þ ¼ V nð Þ; n ¼ l x� ctð Þ;

ð3:1Þ

where l is the wave height and c is the wave velocity. We obtained the following partial

derivatives of U(n) and V(n) functions respect to n:

ux ¼
dU

dn
� dn
dx

¼ l � U0; uxt ¼
dðl � U0Þ

dn
:
dn
dt

¼ �cl2U00; vt ¼
dV

dn
:
dn
dt

¼ �lcV 0; ð3:2Þ

Putting Eq. (3.2) into Eq. (1.1b), we get the following equations

�cl2U00 � 2UV ¼ 0; ð3:3Þ

�clV 0 þ 2lUU0 ¼ 0: ð3:4Þ

Thus, integrating Eq. (3.4) with respect to n, we get:

V ¼ 1

c
U2 þ p
� �

; ð3:5Þ

where p is the integration constant. Putting Eq. (3.5) into Eq. (3.3), we obtain:

c2l2U00 þ 2U3 þ 2pU ¼ 0; ð3:6Þ

having c, l are both real constants and non-zero. When we reconsider the Eq. (2.11) for

homogenous balance method between U00 and U3, the value of n is obtained as following:

n ¼ 1: ð3:7Þ

If we put n = 1 into Eq. (2.11), we get the followings equations:

U wð Þ ¼ B1 sin wð Þ þ A1 cos wð Þ þ A0; ð3:8Þ
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U0 wð Þ ¼ B1 cos wð Þ sin wð Þ � A1 sin2 wð Þ; ð3:9Þ

U00 wð Þ ¼ B1 cos2 wð Þ sin wð Þ � sin3 wð Þ
	 


� 2A1 sin2 wð Þ cos wð Þ: ð3:10Þ

Putting Eqs. (3.8) and Eq. (3.10) into Eq. (3.6), we get the following trigonometric functions

equation:

2pA0 þ 2A3
0 þ 2pA1 cos w½ � � 2c2l2A1 cos w½ � sin2 w½ �

þ 6A2
0A1 cos w½ � þ 6A0A

2
1 cos2 w½ � þ 2A3

1 cos3 w½ � þ 2pB1 sin w½ �
þ c2l2B1 cos2 w½ � sin w½ � � c2l2B1 sin3 w½ � þ 6A2

0B1 sin w½ �
þ 12A0A1B1 cos w½ � sin w½ � þ 6A2

1B1 cos2 w½ � sin w½ � þ 6A0B
2
1 sin2 w½ �

þ 6A1B
2
1 cos w½ � sin2 w½ � þ 2B3

1 sin3 w½ � ¼ 0:

ð3:11Þ

Setting each summation of the coefficients of the trigonometric identities of the same

power to be zero, yields the following algebraic set of equations:

Constants: 2pA0 þ 2A3
0 þ 6A0B

2
1;

cos w½ � : 2pA1 þ 6A2
0A1 þ 2A3

1;

cos w½ � sin2 w½ � : �2c2l2A1 þ 6A1B
2
1 � 2A3

1;

cos2 w½ � : 6A0A
2
1 � 6A0B

2
1;

sin w½ � : 2pB1 þ 6A2
0B1 � c2l2B1 þ 2B3

1;

cos2 w½ � sin w½ � : 2c2l2B1 þ 6A2
1B1 � 2B3

1;

cos w½ � sin w½ � : 12A0A1B1:

ð3:12Þ

By solving the algebraic set of equations, we obtain following values of the coefficients:

Case 1 : A0 ¼ 0; A1 ¼ i; B1 ¼ p ¼ 1; c ¼ � 2

l
: ð3:13Þ

Case 2 : A0 ¼ 0; A1 ¼ �i; B1 ¼ p ¼ 1; c ¼ 2

l
: ð3:14Þ

Case 3 : A0 ¼ 0; A1 ¼ i; B1 ¼ p ¼ 1; c ¼ 2

l
: ð3:15Þ

If we use coefficients of Eqs. (3.13) into Eq. (3.8) along with Eq. (3.1) for u(x, t) and into

Eq. (3.5) for v(x, t), we get the following complex hyperbolic function solutions for the

Eq. (1.1b):

u1 x; tð Þ ¼ Sech 2t þ xlð Þ½ � þ iTanh 2t þ xlð Þ½ �;

v1 x; tð Þ ¼ � 1

2
l 1 þ Sech 2t þ xlð Þ½ � þ iTanh 2t þ xlð Þ½ �ð Þ2
� �

;
ð3:16Þ

where l is a real constant and non-zero. If we plot two- and three-dimensional surfaces of

Eq. (3.16) for suitable values of parameters, we get following surfaces.

If we use coefficients of Eq. (3.14) into Eq. (3.8) along with Eq. (3.1) for u(x, t) and

Eq. (3.5) for v(x, t), we get another complex hyperbolic function solution for the

Eq. (1.1b):
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u2 x; tð Þ ¼ Sech �2t þ xlð Þ½ � � iTanh �2t þ xlð Þ½ �;

v2 x; tð Þ ¼ 1

2
l 1 þ Sech �2t þ xlð Þ½ � � iTanh �2t þ xlð Þ½ �ð Þ2
� �

;
ð3:17Þ

where l is a real constant and non-zero. If we plot two- and three-dimensional surfaces of

Eq. (3.17) for suitable values of parameters, we get following surfaces.

Using coefficients of Eq. (3.15) into Eq. (3.8) along with Eq. (3.1) for u(x, t) and

Eq. (3.5) for v(x, t), we get another complex hyperbolic function solution to the Eq. (1.1b):

u3 x; tð Þ ¼ Sech �2t þ xlð Þ½ � þ iTanh �2t þ xlð Þ½ �;

v3 x; tð Þ ¼ 1

2
l 1 þ Sech �2t þ xlð Þ½ � þ iTanh �2t þ xlð Þ½ �ð Þ2
� �

;
ð3:18Þ

where l is a real constant and non-zero. If we plot two- and three-dimensional surfaces of

Eq. (3.18) for suitable values of parameters, we get following surfaces.

4 Physical meanings, discussions and conclusions

In this study, with the aid of symbolic software program, we applied the sine–Gordon

expansion method in investigating the solutions of the new coupled Konno–Oono equation.

We successfully constructed some new complex hyperbolic function solutions that haven’t

been submitted to literature beforehand. We observe that these new solutions include some

significant various the type of solutions such as kink-type solution and singular soliton

Fig. 1 The 2D and 3D surfaces of Eq. (3.16) for u1 with l = 2, where -20\ x\ 20, -15\ t\ 15 and
t = 0.002 for 2D surfaces
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Fig. 2 The 2D and 3D surfaces of Eq. (3.16) for v1 with l = 2, where -20\ x\ 20, -15\ t\ 15 and
t = 0.002 for 2D surfaces

Fig. 3 The 2D and 3D surfaces of Eq. (3.17) for u2 with l = 2, where -20\ x\ 20, -15\ t\ 15 and
t = 0.002 for 2D surfaces
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Fig. 5 The 2D and 3D surfaces of Eq. (3.18) for u3 with l = 2, where -20\ x\ 20, -15\ t\ 15 and
t = 0.002 for 2D surfaces

Fig. 4 The 2D and 3D surfaces of Eq. (3.17) for v2 with l = 2, where -20\ x\ 20, -15\ t\ 15 and
t = 0.002 for 2D surfaces
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solutions. When we look at the Figs. 1, 3 and 5 three-dimensional surfaces of u1, u2 and u3

are kink-type and singular soliton surfaces. For Figs. 2, 4 and 6 three-dimensional surfaces

of v1, v2 and v3 are singular soliton surfaces.

Moreover, such hyperbolic functions are of different physical meanings as well. We

observed that the obtained solutions in this study have some important physical meanings,

for instance; tangent hyperbolic function arises in the calculation of magnetic moment and

rapidity of special relativity, the hyperbolic secant arises in the profile of a laminar jet

(Weisstein 2002).

It is estimated that the newly obtained these hyperbolic function solutions in this paper

may help to explain some complex physical aspects in the nonlinear physical sciences and

are related to such physical properties. To the best of our knowledge, the application of the

sine–Gordon expansion method has not been submitted to the literature in advance.
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